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Greetings from your New Chief Professional Officer! 
By RADM Kelly Taylor, Chief Professional Officer 

Hello EHOs! For those of you who already know me, I look forward to working with you 
in my new capacity as Chief Environmental Health Officer. For those of you who do not 
know me, I’ll introduce myself.  

I have been a Commissioned Officer for 28 years and all of that time has been with the 
Indian Health Service. I am currently the Acting Chief of Staff, but my position of record 
is the Director of the Division of Environmental Health Services in Rockville, Maryland. 
Because Indian Health Service has historically hired many EHOs and because of my role 
as the EH Services Director, I have often been engaged in the Commissioned Corps 
policies and initiatives that impacted our officers. I have served on appointment boards 
for 17 years and have worked closely with many of the Professional Advisory Committee 
(PAC) Chairs and Chief Professional Officers (CPOs) since the early 1990s.  

I served two terms on the EHOPAC beginning in 1997 when it was called the Sanitarian 
PAC. I was on the PAC when we changed the appointment standards to require specific 
degrees from specific accrediting bodies and changed the name of the category to what 
it is today. I co-chaired the Orientation and Mentoring Subcommittee for six years and 
was an active participant on the Marketing and Recruitment and Career Development 
Subcommittees for eight years. After completing my terms on the PAC, I have continued 
to assist the PAC Chairs and CPOs wherever I was needed, keeping up with policies, 
trends, challenges, and opportunities. 

When I was interviewed for the position of Chief EHO, the Surgeon General asked about 
my vision for the Corps and the EHO category.  I don’t think there’s anything very 
profound about my vision, but I’ll share it with you so you know where I would like us to 
go.  I envision the Corps as being the recognized health advocate, promoter, and 
protector of the Nation. 

We will no longer have to justify our existence as a valuable public health investment 
because the Nation is well aware of our value.  I envision the EHO category as being an 
elite cadre of skilled professionals who are major supporters of the Office of the Surgeon 
General’s focus on making prevention and health promotion the backbone of a strong 
and healthy America. 

I encourage our category to increase its efforts to demonstrate our impact on the 
Nation’s health and therefore the Nation’s economy and security as highlighted by Vice 
Admiral Adams’ priorities.  

That’s more than enough about me. I want to hear more about the work you do every 
day, the challenges you face, and your ideas about demonstrating our impact.  I am 
honored to serve as the 11th Chief EHO. I want to thank CAPT Alan Parham for all he’s 
done for the category during his leadership of the PAC and as Chief EHO and CDR Jill 
Shugart for her leadership while PAC Chair. I look forward to working with the EHOPAC 
and I wish the new leadership team a productive new year! 

Congratulations 

to  

LCDR Brian 

Czarnecki, 

EHO Responder of 

the Year! 

(See Page 13  

for Details) 
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Greetings from your New EHOPAC Chair for 2018! 
By CDR Chris van Twuyver, EHOPAC Chair 

Greetings from the EHOPAC Chair,  

I am pleased to announce the 2018 EHOPAC Leadership Team: 

• RADM Kelly Taylor, EHO Chief Professional Officer 
• CDR Chris van Twuyver, EHOPAC Chair 
• CDR Michael Quinn, EHOPAC Chair Elect 
• CDR Jill Shugart, EHOPAC Ex-Officio 
• CDR Jessica Otto, EHOPAC Secretary/Treasurer 
• LT Daniel Malashock, EHOPAC Executive Committee Liaison 

We have a great team of EHOPAC Voting Members and Advisors this year and we look forward to serving you! We hope 
that you will participate in the four quarterly EHOPAC Conference Calls this year from 1300-1500 EST: 

• Spring Meeting: 13 March 
• Summer Meeting: 12 June 
• Fall Meeting: 11 September 
• Winter Meeting: 11 December 

Please mark your calendars! We will be providing updates on EHOPAC activities, specific EHO materials and opportunities, 
and critical PHS information. We look forward to hearing from you! Details regarding the call-in and webinar information 
will be sent by EHOPAC Secretary LCDR Otto prior to each meeting. For more information on the EHOPAC, please keep an 
eye on the EHOPAC website and sign up for the EHOPAC Listserv. If you have questions or comments for the EHOPAC 
Executive Committee, please remember to submit them to the Anonymous Q&A Website. All questions will be addressed 
during the quarterly EHOPAC meetings above and we are also working to incorporate the answers to your questions into 
our quarterly newsletters. We value your feedback! 

During the upcoming year we will be seeking to increase the number of volunteer opportunities to help you to get involved 
with the EHOPAC. Please contact LT Daniel Malashock at Malashock.Daniel@epa.gov if you are interested in volunteering 
with the EHOPAC. We are particularly interested in volunteers that have SharePoint, web development skills, or 
experience reviewing documents for 508 compliance. If you lack these skills, but are interested in learning, we would love 
to have you participate as a volunteer. We are also seeking officers who live within commuting distance of the Washington, 
D.C. metro capital area. 

During the upcoming year we will be focusing our attention on three key areas: 1) Career Development, 2) Mentoring and 
Orientation, and 3) Training and Events. The EHOPAC continues to work on several important issues including promotions, 
communications, implementation of a new information technology structure, and strengthening of the structure and 
operations of the PAC. 

The last Open Application Window for the Environmental Health Officer category was 1 FEB – 28 FEB 2018, and the 
Marketing and Recruitment and Policy and Standards Subcommittees are hard at work to ensure we receive the best 
applicants during this process. 

I look forward to connecting with you at our upcoming EHOPAC meetings and the Symposium! 

mailto:Malashock.Daniel@epa.gov
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EHOPAC Subcommittee Highlights 

Marketing & Recruitment 
EHO General Duty Application Window Closed - The application window closed on February 28th, 2018.  Thank you for 
helping spread the word among your colleagues and environmental health contacts.  Please continue to refer potential 
applicants to the following website for more information and during future application 
windows:  https://usphs.gov/apply/apply.aspx. EHO applicants must meet the current EHO appointment standards: 
https://goo.gl/QZK6Zg 

May 2017 Open Period - From the May 2017 EHO Open Period, 42 viable EHO applicants were identified.  DCCPR began 
scheduling professional boards for these applicants in January 2018. To date, professional boards have reviewed 40% of 
the viable applicants. 

Seeking EHO to “adopt” University of Texas, Houston - The Marketing and Recruitment Subcommittee (M&R SC) is 
looking for an Officer to ‘adopt’ University of Texas, Houston (UTH). If you are stationed near the school, or visit the area 
periodically please consider applying to become an ‘Adopt-a-School’ representative of the EHOPAC M&R SC. Your Point 
of Contact at the school will be Robert Emery, DrPH. Dr. Emery is Vice President of Safety, Health, Environment & Risk 
Management at UTH and was one of our Inactive Reserve Corps Officers before it disbanded. He’s a long-time booster of 
the Corps and would like for a local EHO or Alumnus to adopt this program. If you are interested, please contact CDR Sam 
Rudnitsky (samuel.rudnitsky@fda.hhs.gov) and LCDR Matthew Dahm (mdahm@cdc.gov). 

General Duty Updates – Since the July 2016 EHO Open Period, 10 boarded candidates have been hired and 33 boarded 
EHO applicants are in need of securing their first duty assignment. If you are a hiring official and would like more 
information about these officers seeking assignments, please contact Applicant Assistance and Placement’s (AAP) CO-
Chair LT Bradley Benasutti at Bradley.benasutti@fda.hhs.gov. 

Month of Update Applicant Total Applicants Hired Applicants Available 

APPLICANT UPDATES 

AS OF 

FEBRUARY 2018 

43 
 EHO Applicants 

Successfully Boarded 

10 
Have Secured Federal 

Positions 

33 
Are in Need of Securing   

a Billet 

CALLING ALL HIRING OFFICIALS - Are you interested in being the first to know when newly boarded EHOs are available 
for hire? The AAP workgroup is here to help. Our goal is to assist you in searching for a qualified candidate by placing 
newly boarded EHOs in their first position. You’ll receive monthly updates on newly boarded EHOs available for hire along 
with information on their specific qualifications and experience. If you are interested in receiving these updates or know 
a hiring official in your Agency who would could benefit from this information, please contact AAP’s Co-Chair LT Sarah 
Meehan a sarah.meehan@fda.hhs.gov. 

Farewells – After two productive and unforgettable years with the M&R SC, we bid former Co-Chair CDR Matt Albright 
farewell. We also thank following EHOs for their service to M&R: 
• CDR Elizabeth Valenti, Communications Coordinator (2017) newly elected EHOPAC Voting Member 
• LCDR Don Hoeschele, Recruit-an-EHO Work Group Co-Chair (2014-17) 
• LCDR Angela Hodge, JRCOSTEP Work Group Co-Chair (2014-17) 
• LCDR Charles Craig, JRCOSTEP Work Group Co-Chair (2014-17)

https://usphs.gov/apply/apply.aspx
https://goo.gl/QZK6Zg
mailto:samuel.rudnitsky@fda.hhs.gov
mailto:mdahm@cdc.gov
mailto:Bradley.benasutti@fda.hhs.gov
mailto:sarah.meehan@fda.hhs.gov
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Marketing & Recruitment (Continued) 
Leadership Announcements – We are excited to announce the new 2018 M&R SC leadership team. 
• M&R SC Co-Chairs:  CDR Elena Vaouli & LCDR David Bales 
• Secretary/Communications Coordinator: LT Nakia Clemmons 
• Special Projects Lead: LCDR James Gooch 
• AAP WG Co-Leads: LCDRs Sarah Meehan & Bradley Benasutti 
• RAE WG Co-Leads: CDRs Greg Calvert & Sam Rudnitsky 
• JRCOSTEP WG Co-Leads: CDR Mike Reed & LT Adrienne Eastlake 
• M&M WG Co-Leads: CDR Chris Fletcher & LCDR Kathleen Ferguson 

Mentoring & Orientation 
Well Wishes to CDR Quinn - The Mentoring & Orientation (M&O) Subcommittee extends its well wishes to outgoing Co-
Chair CDR Michael Quinn, who is now serving as the EHOPAC Chair Elect. We wish CDR Quinn well and thank him for his 
amazing work with M&O. 

Officer Basic Course (OBC) – Four EHOs completed OBC in November and December of 2017 with two more EHOs 
anticipated to graduate during the February 2018 Officer Basic Course. EHOs completing OBC will be granted continuous 
enrollment into the EHO Mentoring program. 

EHOPAC Mentoring Program – Since re-launching in October 2017, M&O has received over 100 mentoring applications 
and completed over 50 mentor matches. Thank you to everyone who volunteered and participated! Please consider 
participating for 2018. We welcome junior and senior officers to the program! New officers, mentors, or protégés can 
register for the EHOPAC mentor program at: http://mentor.usphs-hso.org/. Select the EHO category and follow the 
registration directions. If you have any questions on the process, please contact CDR Leonard at zgf7@cdc.gov or CDR 
Oyster at Carolyn.J.Oyster@uscg.mil. 

Policies & Standards 
EHOPAC Bylaws Updated – The Policies and Standards Subcommittee completed a revision of the EHOPAC bylaws which 
were adopted by a majority vote of the Voting Members in November 2017. The new document will serve as a useful 
reference for the operations and functions of the EHOPAC. The bylaws are typically reviewed and updated every three years 
or more often as needed to ensure they reflect the true needs of the EHOPAC as an advocacy organization for the EHO 
category.  

Communications 
EHO Survival Guide – We are in the process of revising the EHO Survival Guide and anticipate its release later this year! 

Social Media Team – The EHOPAC Social Media Team had a busy year sharing information with current EHOs, prospective 
EHOs, and external stakeholders. Currently the team is exploring new ways to engage our open Facebook page audience. 
More information to come! The following Social Media Snapshot summarizes the activity, reach, and insights gained from 
our two EHOPAC Facebook accounts: 

• Open Facebook Page: The Social Media Team posted 17 posts. These posts reached 8,842 users and sparked 167 
likes, comments or shares on the posts. In 2017, the page received 608 new likes, bringing the total likes to 3,006. 

• Closed Facebook Group: The Social Media Team posted 107 posts. There were 442 likes during this time period 
on the 107 posts. There are 264 members in the closed group. This includes 25 new members who joined in 2017. 

Publications Team – On behalf of the Communications Subcommittee leadership, we again commend our Publications 
Team who have worked very hard to put together this newsletter. We appreciate all their hard work!  

http://mentor.usphs-hso.org/
mailto:zgf7@cdc.gov
mailto:Carolyn.J.Oyster@uscg.mil
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Importance of Professional Certifications on Readiness  
Submitted by: LT Jona Johnson 

Obtaining a professional credential can seem daunting. The exam pass rates are unnerving. The exam covers content you learned 
many years ago in an undergraduate program. Some (or a lot) of the content may be a foreign concept you never learned. The 
challenge to add study time in addition to your job, family, social, and Commissioned Corps commitments may seem 
insurmountable. You may secretly wonder if a professional credential holds any value beyond being an archaic right-of-passage 
necessary for promotions. 

Then a disaster strikes. When the Commissioned Corps receives requests for EHO deployments, it is common for the request to 
ask for Officers with specific skillsets. It is also common for the request to include a desired professional credential. Professional 
credentials demonstrate that Officers can provide the highest quality environmental health services. To an impacted community, 
these services are an incredible asset. Below are stories from Officers who can attest to the value of a professional credential 
during a deployment. 

CAPT Peter Kowalski, CIH, CSP 
In December of 2001, I deployed to the EPA’s Incident Command Center in Washington, DC to serve as a CDC representative for 
the clean-up and decontamination of the Hart Senate Office Building following the Anthrax attacks. My mission evolved into 
serving on a Federal Government “Tiger Team” to determine when it was appropriate to release the Hart Senate Office Building 
for re-occupancy. I served on this team with several fine Officers and employees from CDC, EPA, NIOSH, and the U.S. Army. Our 
team was blazing new territory as there was no handbook for our mission. However, my Certified Industrial Hygiene (CIH) 
credentials helped prepare me for my role. The Tiger Team addressed numerous issues that were familiar to me from preparing 
for the CIH exam, e.g., building ventilation, aerosol science, air sample collection and detection limits, sample recovery and 
laboratory science. 

CDR Alaric Denton, REHS 
Having a REHS/RS Certification helped me become a deployment safety liaison at CDC. I had just returned to CDC from 5 years 
at the Indian Health Service in Anchorage, Alaska and Rockville, MD when I was called upon to give PPE advice for potential 
deplorers to the Fukushima 2011 disaster. My certification assured the deployment leadership that I understood radiation and 
PPE. This was a needed skillset and my leadership was pleased to have someone credentialed fill this role. 

During Hurricane Katrina in 2005, I was asked to perform food inspections. That narrow request quickly broadened once I was 
in the field. Once in the field, I took on a variety of tasks (i.e. sanitation pumps, water pumps, vector control, food inspections, 
etc.) helping the City of New Orleans reopen. My certification demonstrated that I had a strong background in environmental 
issues. It also prepared me to complete tasks that were not a part of my original assignment. 

Most recently I was deployed to IRCT Main in Valdosta, GA for Hurricane Irma and the beginning of Hurricane Maria. My 
certification demonstrated to HHS deployment personnel that I was qualified to do my job. In essence, they didn’t have to guess 
whether I was knowledgeable before I was deployed to be the Lead Safety Officer in Irma. Having my certification has always 
helped me help others faster and reduced the number of hassles associated with deployments.  

LCDR Brian Czarnecki, CIH, CSP 
Not only does a certification validate that the individual has demonstrated a minimum level of knowledge and skills through 
examination after meeting the minimum education and experience requirements, but I believe that the certification preparation 
process (i.e. studying, utilizing mnemonic techniques, chunking information, etc.) further broadens one’s knowledge and hones 
one’s skills on a breadth of topics beyond those regularly encountered on a day-to-day basis. It is by these means that an Officer 
becomes more capable and prepared to respond to the numerous unanticipated scenarios on a deployment. 
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Importance of Professional Certifications on Readiness 
 (Continued) 

I have never been so grateful for all of my schooling and certifications than when I was deployed and providing input on “tactics” 
in operations meetings. Not only is time limited, but there is not always a reliable connection (i.e. internet) on a deployment to 
conduct research on every question; just as there is no option to research a question when taking a 4-hour, 200 question 
certification exam. I personally perceived the deployment morning tactics sessions as “quiz time,” as numerous activities would 
be covered in a short period of time and it was the responsibility of the Safety Officer to identify the hazards associated with 
each of those activities and identify viable corrective actions that could be implemented to minimize the associated risks. 

Also, if I had the opportunity to recommend personnel for additional support or for my replacement, I would lean toward 
choosing an individual with at least one recognizable certification (i.e. CIH, CSP, REHS, etc.) if I did not already know their 
capabilities. Each certification provides an additional identity and assurance that the individual is capable of meeting the 
demands of the position and that their team returns safely home. 

CDR Jill Shugart, REHS, CP-FS 
In late August of 2005 as I watched the devastating pictures on my satellite television while stationed on the Hopi Indian 
Reservation, I had a deep sense of urgency to help those impacted by Hurricane Katrina. Fortunately, the USPHS Office of Force 
Readiness and Deployment (OFRD) sent an email asking for Environmental Health Officers to deploy quickly in order to help the 
City of New Orleans and surrounding parishes assess and reopen their schools and institutions. 

Because our team was meant to supplement the Sanitarians who would normally do the work, we were given the authority to 
decide which restaurants, bars and schools were able to reopen and which were not. The health unit asked us to post bright 
pink placards with our name and our Registered Sanitarian (RS) number or our Registered Environmental Health Specialist (REHS) 
credential number on it. Some Officers did not have their RS or REHS and some Officers had it, but confessed that they did not 
know how to do basic sanitation inspections and didn’t have much field experience. This meant that the ability of our team to 
accomplish our mission was already compromised. We had to restructure the team and pair Officers that had a credential with 
Officers who didn’t. As a result, only those Officers who had the credentials and the field experience were able to conduct the 
inspections and make the call on what facilities to reopen.  

What an important lesson I learned early in my career. When we are called to serve as Environmental Health Officers during a 
deployment, there is an expectation that we are trained and have the field experience and the credentials to serve where 
needed. If we don’t, this hurts our credibility with those who need our help the most and undermines our mission. I encourage 
all EHOs to get their RS or their REHS as a base credential and to get field experience for this credential to support it. In addition, 
if you have a specialty area, for example occupational health and safety, consider obtaining a credential for these skills as well 
and again be prepared to perform when asked. Our profession and the USPHS should be able to rely on all EHOs to tackle any 
mission needed to protect, promote and advance the health and safety of our Nation and beyond.  

The EHOPAC Readiness Subcommittee is thankful to these Officers for sharing their stories. We hope they demonstrate to you 
that obtaining and maintaining an environmental health credential is an important component of readiness. A credential may 
not always feel necessary for your day job, but it will certainly benefit you, the Commissioned Corps, and impacted communities 
in a time of great need. Providing the highest caliber environmental health services during an emergency response is one of the 
most valuable things we can offer. This article only highlights a subset of the credentials available to Environmental Health 
Officers. To learn more about the environmental health credentialing opportunities, visit the EHOPAC Training and Event 
Subcommittee Continuing Education website.  

https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/subcommittees.aspx#readiness
https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/continuingeducation.aspx#credentialing
https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/continuingeducation.aspx#credentialing
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EHO Category Day Agenda 
USPHS Scientific & Training Symposium - Wednesday June 6, 2018 in Dallas, TX 

To register, please use the following link: 
https://www.phscof.org/registration--hotel.html 

TIME SESSION TITLE AGENCY SPEAKERS 

8:00 - 8:15 Welcome and Introductory Remarks EHOPAC Symposium Day Planners 

8:15 - 9:30 CPO and EHOPAC Chair Update EHOPAC 
RADM Kelly Taylor & CDR Chris 

vanTwuyver 

9:30 - 10:00 Networking Event All Not Applicable 

10:00 - 10:15 Break All Not Applicable 

10:15 - 10:45 
FDA’s Interstate Travel Program: Passenger Vessel, 

Aircraft, Train, and Bus Inspections 
FDA LT Amanda Schaupp 

10:45 - 11:15 An Industrial Hygiene Approach to Diisocyanate USCG LT Sarah Maynard 

11:15 - 1:00 Break (Room must be cleared) – Stage for SG Picture All Not Applicable 

1:00 - 2:30 Awards Luncheon (Awards presented 1:15-1:45 pm) All Multiple to be determined 

2:30 - 3:15 During Deployments EHOs lead the way! PHS 
CAPT John Smart, CDR Chris 

Fletcher, LT Brian Czarnecki, & LT 
Steven Merritt 

3:15 - 3:30 Break All Not Applicable 

3:30 - 4:30 During Deployments EHOs lead the way! PHS 
CDR Jamie Mutter, LCDR David 

Bales, & LCDR Latasha Allen 

4:30 - 5:15 
Learning Core Leadership: Building and 

implementing a Commissioned Corps Service-
oriented leadership framework and training 

FDA CAPT Calvin Edwards 

5:15 - 5:30 Wrap Up EHOPAC Symposium Day Planners 

https://www.phscof.org/registration--hotel.html
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EHO Perspective: 2017 Hurricane Deployment Experiences 
Submitted by: CDR Luis Rodriguez, LT Doug Erling, LT April Hill, CDR Joe Laco 

CDR Luis O. Rodriguez, Assistant Deputy Chief of the CDC Vessel Sanitation Program, deployed to San Juan, 
Puerto Rico in 2017 to serve as a Vector Control Specialist and Environmental Health Officer. 

Tell us about your deployment. 
“I was the vector control SME and was one of the three field EHOs. I applied my integrated pest management experience along with 
potable water sampling. I moved supplies, assembled and organized pediatric beds, and all that was necessary. I communicated in 
both Spanish and English and was interviewed on my deployment’s first day by a major local newspaper. In addition, I visited clinics, 
hospitals, shelters, and Federal Medical Stations (FMS) and conducted assessments, sampled water, and provided recommendations.” 

What unexpected situations occurred and how was it addressed?  
“Driving was hard, because roads were in bad shape or bridges were destroyed, making it challenging or impossible to reach our 
destination. Fortunately, I was born and raised on the island and I knew many alternate routes, as well as how to interact with locals. 
There was some unexpected down-time too, which triggered me to find missions where I could fit in. Logistically, I had to be flexible. 
Arriving to where I was told to report and that they did not know about me or not being on their rosters happened a few times and 
there were many long hours of waiting. Also, the charter flight for returning home did not go as smooth as everyone was expecting.” 

 
Pictured above, CDR Luis Rodriguez surrounded by Hurricane devastation in Puerto Rico 

What do you consider to be the biggest challenge for this assignment?  
“The island was in bad shape. The infrastructure was hit hard and the population desperately needed assistance. Seeing your loving 
island, family, and friends, and the rest of these American islanders in such conditions was emotional. Puerto Rico was rainy, hot, and 
humid. Many hotels were damaged from the hurricanes. I stayed in three different hotels, but I feel lucky since I did not have to sleep 
on cots. Rainy days were the worst, because the land was so saturated from pervious rain that floods were everywhere. I had to drive 
through flooded waters and that was dangerous. Not having power or potable water all over the island put the health of people in 
jeopardy. We were lucky to have bottled water to drink, MREs and other food to eat, and places to stay. Cellular communication was 
very bad, but again, lucky enough to have satellite phones in case we needed them.” 

What was the most valuable item you took on your deployment?  
“The most valuable item I took with me was my colorimeter for testing potable water samples. We had no such equipment in stock. If 
it was not because we EHOs are always prepared and thinking ahead, we would not have been able make these important analyses 
for the potable water we encountered in the sites visited.” 
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EHO Perspective: 2017 Hurricane Deployment Experiences (continued) 

LT Doug Erling, a US Coast Guard (CG) Environmental Health Officer, responded to Hurricane Harvey (Louisiana and 
Texas) and Hurricane Irma (Florida).

Tell us about your deployments. 
“I was initially assigned to a CG Damage Assessment Team (DAT) 
for each hurricane response. My DAT responsibilities included 
assignment as the team safety officer and assessing Coast Guard 
facilities for habitability issues such as moisture intrusion and 
microbial growth, potable water supply, pest management, food 
safety and sanitation, and other safety concerns. Subsequently, I 
was reassigned during both responses to a local CG Incident 
Command Post (ICP) to act as an Assistant Safety Officer (ASOF). 
As an ASOF, I was responsible for ensuring site safety and 
sanitation at a camp for 300+ responders. Daily tasks at the camp 
included, but were not limited to conducting safety 
walkthroughs, food safety and sanitation inspections, potable 
water testing, and heat stress monitoring.” 

Did unexpected problems occur and how were they 
addressed? 
“Many of our problems were related to logistics, particularly 
travel. Due to the dynamic situation of deploying for hurricane 
responses pre-landfall and attempting to visit units as hurricanes 
pass, flexibility was essential. There were several last-minute 
changes in travel destinations and a situation where my team was 
stranded at an airport for several hours due to a travel curfew. In 
this situation, we worked through our chain of command and the 
local ICP to procure a vehicle. After several hours, we secured 
transportation to our hotel and negotiated for rental vehicles.” 

What was the biggest challenge for this assignment? 
“For myself, having enough time at a unit to complete all of my 
duties. To have enough time for my assessments, helping my 
team understand the value of my duties and responsibilities was 
imperative. For the team, balancing acceptable risk and benefit is 
always challenging during a contingency response. A dedication 
to completing the mission in a timely manner occasionally 
conflicts with operational risk management (ORM). The decision 
to ford a semi-flooded area is a frequent debate and an 
opportunity to practice ORM while on a DAT response.” 

 
What was the most valuable item you took on your 
deployment and the one thing you wished you had? 

“One of the most valuable items I took with me was a DC/AC 
inverter with multiple outlets for the vehicle. Spending entire 
days on the road while assigned to a DAT drained electronics 
quickly in storm-impacted areas. Computers and cell phones 
were our only means of communication back up the chain of 
command and without the ability to keep them running, we 
would have been less effective and unable to report in real-time. 
One thing I wish I had taken was a camelback to stay hydrated 
while working directly in the sun in the Keys. I was eventually able 
to procure one through the ICP.”

LT April Hill, an FDA Emergency Response Coordinator, Logistics Operations for Hurricanes Harvey and Irma. 

Tell us about your deployment. 
“In Houston, we were assigned to run a Federal Medical Station at the Convention Center, and in Florida, we provided support for 
school shelters with elderly/nursing home populations. I was assigned to the logistics section of the team and served in that role in 
Houston, and to a much lesser extent in Florida. At the end of our two weeks in Houston, we thought we would get to go home, but 
instead we were informed that we were needed in Florida, ahead of Hurricane Irma. We arrived there before the storm even made 
landfall.  It was a challenging three weeks, but we worked well together as a team and supported each other.  Rapid Deployment Force 
5 (RDF-5) has great team comradery!”
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What were your deployment and living conditions like? 
"They varied, the first few nights in Houston we were on cots, with no showers and no way to wash clothes. Eventually we got a shower 
truck, then into hotel rooms, and there was laundry service at the convention center that we were able to use. The convention center 
is huge and had thousands of residents. It made for interesting conditions. In Florida we were sleeping on the floor in schools. Our 
team was broken into four groups upon arrival and had varying accommodations, some had cots, while others didn’t. After we rode 
out the storm we went back to Disney World where ASPR had blocks of rooms for us. Yes, Disney World. It was pretty ironic to go from 
these deployment conditions to Disney World!”

What was the most valuable item you took on your 
deployment and the one thing you wished you had taken? 
“The most valuable items for the conditions were hygiene items 
such as wipes and cleansers. I wish I had brought dry shampoo, 
a pad to put under a sleeping bag for when you don’t have a cot, 
and a portable cell phone charger.” 

What were some interesting things that happened 
during your deployment? 
“Dr. Robert Kadlec, the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response (ASPR), came and spoke to us at the FMS in the 
convention center in Houston, and talked to RDF-5 personally 
one-on-one in Florida. Also, I am a big dog lover and at Houston 
a group of therapy dogs came for a couple days to visit the 
shelter residents and I got to visit with them all.”

 
Pictured above, USPHS Officers sleeping on cots

CDR Joe Laco, a CDC/NCEH Environmental Health Scientist, deployed with the HHS Public Health Task Force to serve 
as an Environmental Health Lead and Vector Control Lead in St Thomas, Puerto Rico & St Croix. 

What were your main responsibilities during this deployment?  
“My main responsibilities were Environmental Health Shelter Assessments, EH Food Facility Evaluations of groceries, restaurants, and 
food wholesalers, EH Healthcare Facility Assessments, Mold Assessments, and mosquito and rodent vector control.” 

What were some of the challenges of the deployment? 
“While deployed for Irma, another Category 5 hurricane (Maria) was approaching our location. There were also transportation 
challenges between the Islands, and local driving, and flat tires!  There were also language challenges as Spanish is spoken in Puerto 
Rico. Other challenges included food, logistics between HHS/IRCT and FEMA. For our team, communications were spotty at-best.  
There was inconsistent cell and Wi-Fi capabilities on the islands. Living conditions were very basic on-board a cruise ship at St. Croix. 
This was not a luxury-liner though, they were definitely not serving lobster and caviar…more like baked chicken and a salad bar!” 

What do you consider to be the biggest accomplishments for this assignment? 
“I helped to ensure safe food was available for the people of St. Croix. A lot of my work focused on making sure the food establishments 
that the public had access to were safe.   A valuable lesson learned was to go-with-the-flow. Flexibility is always preached, but this one 
seemed to have ever-changing missions and duties. I guess a one-two hurricane punch (Irma and Maria) will tend to complicate things.”  

What was the most valuable item you took on your deployment and the one thing you wished you had taken/missed the 
most?  

“I had to do my own laundry in the sink, more than once, so I was glad I had 550-cord and clothes-pins. Wish I had more candy!”  
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EHO Agency/Officer Spotlight:  
Health Resources Services Administration/CDR Keith Schwartz 

Contributed by CDR Keith Schwartz 

I am a Project Officer for HHS Health Resources Services 
Administration (HRSA) stationed at the HRSA office in Dallas, 
Texas. I have been in the USPHS for 23 years, and my career has 
taken me from the U.S. Coast Guard, to FDA, and HRSA. I 
graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Physics from Rutgers 
University and received my Masters in Public Health from the 
Uniformed Services University of the Health Science (USUHS). I 
am a Registered Environmental Health Specialist/Registered 
Sanitarian (REHS/RS) and Certified Professional-Food Safety 
(CP-FS). Before joining the Commissioned Corps of the United 
States Public Health Service, I served as a civilian Research 
Associate at USUHS. 

I currently manage 15 health centers, monitoring their 
performance, reviewing and processing requests to change 
approved services and service sites, processing performance 
reports, and acting as a point of contact with HRSA.  

HRSA Bureau of Primary Health Care (BPHC), provides grants to 
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC). Section 330 of the 
Public Health Service Act defines a Health Center as, “… an 
entity that serves a population that is medically underserved, or 
a special medically underserved population comprised of 
migratory and seasonal agricultural workers, the homeless, and 
residents of public housing,…”. These health centers help 
ensure the provision of primary and preventative health care to 
underserved communities throughout the United States and its 
territories. The underserved are generally defined as people 
living below 200% of the current Federal Poverty Level 
Guidelines. 

FQHCs provide primary and preventative health care to nearly 
26,000,000 patients (2016 Uniform Data System). Program 
Performance requirements come along with the grant money. 
Currently HRSA is concentrating on centers achieving 
unduplicated (unique) patient goals and performance regarding 
diabetes. 

 
Pictured above, HRSA Employee CDR Keith 
Schwartz 

Pictured above, Desert Senita Community 
Health Center in Ajo, Arizona 

I really enjoy working at HRSA because it gives me an opportunity to make a difference with underserved 
communities, many of them isolated. It is also incredibly satisfying to realize that FQHCs are the only providers 

accepting new Tricare beneficiaries in many of these same areas.
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EHO Responder of the Year
LCDR Brian Czarnecki 

Congratulations to LCDR Brian Czarnecki for winning the 2018 EHOPAC Responder of the Year award for his deployment 
to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands from September 8-30, 2017. His continuous outstanding leadership and 
execution of copious safety related accomplishments ensured the success of the HHS Emergency Support Function (ESF 
#8) roles performed by the Incident Response Coordination Team (IRCT-3). LCDR Czarnecki served as the Chief Safety 
Officer of the IRCT and his actions advanced the HHS mission in the Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands territories. LCDR 
Czarnecki is highly deserving of this award and was gracious to answer some questions about his deployment experiences.

What your most challenging deployment and why? 
Between the experiences of the two deployments that I 
have been on, I believe the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto 
Rico deployment for the Hurricane Irma and Hurricane 
Maria response was the most challenging from both an 
environmental and human factors point of view because 
the hazards were broader and ever changing/developing. 

Please tell us about a valuable lesson you learned during 
one of your deployments.  
There is no limit to what can be done when government 
resources and human will unite. In brief, a responder was 
in a remote area of Puerto Rico, late in the evening, 
attending to a patient in critical need of medical attention 
that was not immediately available. The responder 
recalled an emergency evacuation plan and phone 
number in her phone, which was put in place weeks 
before and prior to the second hurricane (Hurricane 
Maria). With a weak cellular signal, the responder texted 
the LTJG from the U.S. Coast Guard for an emergency 
evacuation of the patient. The response from the LTJG 
was “A bird (a.k.a. helicopter) will be there in ten 
minutes”… thus ultimately saving a human life. 

How does your family cope while you’re deployed? 
My wife, kids, and dogs cope as a unit and with the 
support of the community, neighbors, co-workers, 
friends, and family in that each fill a gap when possible. 
Also, periodic “facetime” connections have been helpful 
in maintaining the relationships and helping us bond even 
though separated from each other.  

What has been your most interesting form of 
transportation on your deployments? 
The transportation element of a deployment supports the 
quote by Ralph Waldo Emerson that “Life is a journey, not 
a destination.” I appreciate and find interest in the 
logistics and the variety of transportation that one 
encounters when traveling for deployment. For example, 
the following modes of transportation took to me to 

Liberia: a SUV from my Maryland home to the subway; 
the subway to an airport in Virginia; an airplane from 
Virginia to Georgia; a bus from Georgia to Alabama…and 
eventually on to a plane to Africa.  

An even more interesting series of transport was a 
roundtrip mission between Puerto Rico and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands which began with a SUV escort from the 
accommodations in Puerto Rico to the local airport; an 
outbound ambulance jet from Puerto Rico to St. Thomas; 
an Army Blackhawk helicopter from St. Thomas to St. 
John; a Navy Seahawk helicopter from St. John back to St. 
Thomas; and finally an Airforce C-130 from St. Thomas 
back to Puerto Rico. 
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EHO Responder of the Year (continued) 
What is the one comfort item you couldn’t live without during your deployments? 
I like my boots. They protect my feet during the day and can act as a pillow at night. 

What is the most unique food you have tried during your deployments? 
Although I was tempted to try the flying termites that came out after a rain in Liberia, which a majority of the local guards 
ate like “popcorn” after plucking their wings from their body, a Ukrainian MRE was my most adventurous and unique meal 
I’ve tried on a deployment. As a safety officer, I highly recommend only consuming food and water from verified sources 
to minimize the risk of a foodborne illness and thus further burdening the team. 

What is the most complex role you were asked to serve in during your deployments and why was it so complex? 

I believe serving as the IRCT safety officer (SOFR) during the daily “tactics” meeting was the most complex role served 
during my deployments because there was not always time to discuss the planned activities for the day until that 
meeting…and when it was that time, it seemed that almost any scenario from a wild imagination would arise. Thus, a 
repeated barrage of activities, their associated hazards, and viable corrective actions needed to be assessed, agreed upon, 
and implemented/planned to help ensure a successful outcome. It was complex due to the broad spectrum of hazards 
and the amount of information that needed to be analyzed, communicated, and executed. 

What deployment are you most proud of and why? 
I am proud to be part of both deployments because the overall impacts to health and safety were significant. It was a true 
honor to serve with so many dedicated professionals during each of the deployments. 

Pictured above, LCDR Brian Czarnecki departing a helicopter to conduct a hospital assessment in Puerto Rico. 
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What is biggest environmental health challenge you have faced while 
deployed? 
While deployed, the greatest environmental health challenge was the 
overall initial conditions at the U.S.V.I. St. John community health 
center that was used as the Base of Operations (BoO). Prior to the 
arrival of United States federal government, there was no health care 
facility available for the residents of St. John. To address the 
environmental health conditions and improve the sustainability of the 
facility, the team unplugged the roof drains to allow the standing 
water on the roof to drain away and prevent further leaking into the 
building; the interior of the building was steamy and musty with 
soaked carpets, ceiling tiles, and furniture that were removed with the 
approval of the centers management and the assistance of Navy 
Seabees; cross-flow ventilation was implemented to help dry the 
remaining condensate on the walls/floor and provide fresh, cool air; 
the night time mosquitos were combatted with repellant and the 
wearing of long-sleeve shirts and pants when sleeping; the graywater 
cistern was treated with pool chlorine tablets brought on deployment; 
the showers with backed up drains leading to the septic tank were 
installed with landscape pavers and later stools to prevent one from 
having to stand in the black water; the leaking propane tanks were 
locked-out and tagged-out; the downed powerlines on the back-half 
of the property were roped off for isolation purposes; and human 
contact for greeting purposes was limited to knuckle and/or elbow 
bumps as more hygienic alternatives. 

Do you have any other advice? 
Never deploy without a pocket full of challenge coins and an American 
Flag. The challenge coins are a means to say “thank you” to individuals 
that you may never see again, but that have made a significant 
contribution in helping make your day a success. As for the American 
Flag, it is always awesome to fly your flag above your duty station, 
especially when the previous flag has been blown away from a recent 
Category 5 hurricane and needs to be replaced. The American Flag is 
a sign of hope …and the one thing that unites us all! 

Pictured right, US 
Navy Hospital Ship 

USNS Comfort in 
San Juan Harbor, 

Puerto Rico 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
Question 1: Affordable Care Act 

Question: How did the passage of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) impact officers who were active duty, but not already 
assimilated? My understanding is that for officers deemed Regular Corp, after the passage of the ACA their Seniority 
Credit Date (SCD) became the same as their Promotion Credit Date (PCD). Additionally, how did DCCPR decide what our 
PCD would be? Is our SCD and PCD supposed to remain the same at each permanent promotion?  If our SCD and PCD are 
not the same, what should officers do about it? The relevant information on CCMIS regarding this issue are not up to 
date. How can officers get ahold of this information? 

Answer: The decision to make the PCD and the SCD the same was based on a legal recommendation made by attorneys 
to DCCPR. CAPT Paraham and CDR Oyster put together a presentation and EHOPAC Newsletter article to address some 
of the ACA impacts and concerns for officers. Officers are encouraged to review this presentation and contact 
headquarters if they have concerns or if their dates are incorrectly listed in their PIR. More information can be found in 
the Winter 2017 EHOPAC Newsletter: https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/documents/EHO_Winter_2017-Newsletter.pdf  

Question 2: Deployments 

Question: Is there a way to volunteer for the hurricane deployment or is it better to wait? 

Answer: If you are interested in volunteering for a deployment, you may notify REDDOG and your CPO. Volunteering on 
a response team is also a terrific way to become more involved and demonstrate your commitment to the 
Commissioned Corps.  

Question 3: Awards 

Question: When will ship based deployment personnel be recognized by RedDOG? 

Answer: PHS Awards has been backlogged and working on getting awards processed. Continue to follow up with the 
PHS Awards Coordinator. In addition, you can also ask your Liaison to follow up on your behalf.  

Question 4: Career Development & Mentorship 

Question: Has the PAC considered standing up a job shadowing program or informal detail program? 

Answer: Executive Committee leadership has discussed this concept and are very supportive of it. However, it has been 
difficult to implement given the number of agencies who would potentially participate.  This idea is one that the PAC will 
continue to take into consideration and provide a response to in 2018.  

Question 5: Curriculum Vitae Format 

Question: How closely do promotion boards look at the Curriculum Vitae (CV) format? Are we expected to exactly 
replicate the format? 

Answer: The primary driver for requiring a consistent CV format is based on recommendations made by promotion 
boards. Uniformity allows promotion board reviewers to more readily find the information they are looking for and to 
ensure the process is as efficient as possible. It is highly recommended that officers follow the format. For more 
information, please visit: https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/resources.aspx#careerDevelopme

https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/eho/documents/EHO_Winter_2017-Newsletter.pdf
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Administrative Announcements 

 

EHOPAC QUARTERLY MEETINGS! 
 Join our Quarterly Meetings! Listen for EHOPAC and Commissioned Corps updates. Hear leadership discuss 

pertinent EHOPAC issues. All are encouraged to submit questions to be addressed by EHOPAC leadership as 

well as any other information they wish to share with fellow EHOs. Have a question for EHOPAC Leadership? 

Submit it anonymously by using this link:  https://goo.gl/Igy9TD 

Upcoming 2018 EHOPAC Meetings: 

March 13th, June 12th, September 11th, December 11th 

Webinar: https://ihs.adobeconnect.com/ehopac/ 

Conference Line: 1-800-832-0736; Conference Room #:  6084616 
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Have an idea for our next EHO Newsletter? 

Want to be a featured “EHO in Action” in the next Newsletter? 

Submit your ideas to LCDR Jonathan Blonk at jonathan_blonk@nps.gov 

https://goo.gl/Igy9TD
https://ihs.adobeconnect.com/ehopac/
mailto:jonathan_blonk@nps.gov

